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P ersistent in the Right; Fearless in Opposing W rong.
8.
JUDGE NOT.
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prised to receive my most elaborate
And Barbara?
becoming answerable for the injuries clear over the orchestra chairs every long one. He then counted up the which the effluvia take toWstfci tile win
congratulations on the auspices event
I think it was the sweetest way a they create. In short they never allow night, gets $600 a week, and the city marks, and they agreed with the bill
dows or draft of a fire-plaee. Sit so
Judge n o t; the workings of his brain
that has given to your husband the woman ever gave herself to her lover, flattery to lie entertained where their missionary gets $600 a y e a r; the horse
he had presented.' This evidence was that their breath etc., is carried away
And of, his heart thou cans't not see ;
sincere, undivided love of your heart, that which she did in her own perfect advice is appreciated or their sincerity race scoops in $2,000 the first day, and
What looks to thy dim eyes a stain,
a clincher, and tiie old German won from you. Do not sit too close to them f
and
bestowed upon yourself the title way, so proud, so tender so charmingly valued.
God's pure light may only be
the church fair lasts a week, and works his case amid tlie smiles of the spec or take their breath if you can avoid it.
A scar brought from some well-won field,
that means, in your case, that your af shy.
twenty-five or thirty of the best women tators.
To keep one’s own strength in a ease
Where thou wouldst only faint and yield.
E a t Your Breakfast First.
fections are so surely, so sincerely,
“ Before I answer .you,” she said lift
in America to death, and comes out in
of
prolonged care, and particularly if
The look, the air that frets thy sight,
placed upon a gentleman so worthy—” ing her glorious eyes to his in a swift,
Saving the T rain.
debt—why, my boy, if you ever find
obliged
to sit up all night for many
May be a token that below
Dr
Hall
is
authority
for
the
follow
Then the vein of icy-fond sarcasm radiant, little glance—“ before I answer
yourself sneering or scoffing because
The soul has closed in deadly fight
nights
iti
succession, great benefit will
ing
thoughts
upon
breakfasting
before
suddenly ceased. Even the correct, you, let me show you—this—the pic
The usual crowd of autumn liars
With some infernal, fiery foe,
once in a while you hear of a preacher
be
derived
from taking a warm bath
much
exercise
in
the
open
air,
partic
elegant handwriting changed into a ture of him I ' have loved all my life.
Whose glance would scorch the smiling grace
getting a living, or even a luxurious were gathered together in the store, oc early in the morning, and putting on
And cast thee shuddering on thy face.
ularly
in
districts
when
fever
and
ague
hurried, half-illegible scrawl.
Even as a baby I began to worship it.
salary, or a temperance worker making cupying all the grocery seats—.the only
The fall thou darest to despise,
“Helen what have you doneFJIeavens It was my ideal—-I have worn it night are abundant : Breakfast should be money,' go out in the dark and feel gross receipts that the proprietor took fresh under-garments every.' second
May be the slackened angel's hand
what have you done? Could you not and day. Would you care to have me eaten in the morning before leaving the ashamed of yourself, and if you don’t no pride in—when a little blear-eyed, morning; or if the disease be partic
Has suffered it, that he may rise
have waited a little while? Yon have tell you what you wish, knowing what house for exercise or labor of any de feel above kicking a mean man, kick weazen-faced, individual sneaked in by ularly infectious in its nature, it is best
And take a firmer, surer stand ;
to change the underclothing every
scription ; those who do it will be able
ruined my hopes, my happiness, my I have told you ?”
Or, trusting less in earthly things,
yourself. Precious little does religion the back door, and slunk into a dark morning. It. will lie found that the
May henceforth learn to use his wings.
faith and trust in woman! You have
A gasping sort of vague fear crept to performs more work and with great and charity cost the old world, ray corner.
warm bath, followed by brisk rubbing
killed me—killed me! May heaven for chillily over him in that one instant er alacrity than those who work an boy, and when the money it does get is
And judge none lost, but wait and see,
“ That’s him,” said the ungrammati
of
the whole body with a coarse Turk
With hopeful pity, not disdain,
hour
or
two
before
breakfast.
Beside
give you! And if ever I prayed I pray when she laid a diamond-crested gold
flung into its face, like a bone to a dog, cal bummer with a green patch over ish towel or flesh brush, will refresh
The depth of the abyss may be
this,
the
average
duration
of
life
of
now that I may forget that I ever loved locket in his hind.
the donor is not benefited by the gift, his left eye.
The measure of the height, of pain
the wearied body almost as much as
you—yes, that I love you more madly
And then lie opened it to look into those who take breaklast before exer and the receiver is not, and certainly
“ Who is it?” asked several at once.
And love and glory that may rise
sleep.
At tlie same time keep up the
than ever!”
Tills soul of God in after da vs.
“ Why, the chap, who saved a train
his own eyes—the picture he had given cise or work will be a number of years should not, be grateful. It is insulted.
appetite
and strength by small doses
graeter than those who do otherwise.
Such a letter—such despair such Helen Merle nineteen years before.
from being wrecked,” was the reply.
— Burlington ffawlceye.
of
quinine,
two to live grains three
Aiost persons begin to feel weak after
BLOTTED OUT FOREVER. hopeless bitterness, such anguish of She smiled in his astonished face.
“ Come, tell us about it,” they de
times
a
day,
nourishing diet, with per
Mr. R uby’s Funeral.
misery, such pain of anger—and Lady j “ You don't know—no onekonws but having been engaged five or six hours
manded, as the small man crouched in
haps
a
little
wine
and water occasion*
Wentworth crushed it in her hand, till my dear adopted parents—that I am in their ordinary avocations ; a good
BY B. G. 8.
the darkness, as if unwilling that his
ally.—■Christian
Union.
the paper was a mass of broken frag Helen Mere’s child; but I knew you, meal revigorâtes; but from the last
The day Air. Ruby, across the way, heroic deed should lie brought out un
Lovely Helen Merle had married Sir ments.
Roy, the first time I saw yon, meal of the day until the next morn- was to be buried, Mrs. Moriaty told der the glare of the kerosene lamp.
T h e R ichest Man in Mexico.
“ I will forget him—I will not go to and I think if I had not had ing there is an interval of some twelve her daughter Clarinda that she guessed
Philip Wentworth, the rich hanker,
After much persuasion he began :
after all.
Ceremony and breakfast my husband with such thoughts in my mamma’s locket, I should still have hours; hence the body in a sense is she would attend, as she wasn’t feeling
•‘It was just such a night as this—
The richest man in Mexico is pro has
were over, and well over, and Lady heart. I will be true—I must be true! known you from her letters and diary I weak, and in proportion cannot resist very well and a ride would do her good; bright and clear—and I was going tily Patricio Milmo, which is the AlexiWent worth had retire^! to her dressing Oh, make me—make me true to him. have kept. Are .you sorry I am mam deleterious agencies, whether of the She knew there would be several cover home down the track, when right be can for Paddy Aliles. He owns an es
fierce cold of mid-winter or of the ed carriages furnished at the expense of fore me, across the rails, lay a great tate of 400,000 acres, and his planta
room to change her toilet of white and don't let me swerve! Heaven help ma’s daughter?”
poisonous
miasm which rests upon the the family, and she was equally con beam. There it was. Pale and ghastly tion has a reputation all over the
satin and lace, pearls and diamonds, me!”
Was it possible—was it possible?
Half an hour later she looked up in Helens child! Then all the passion surface of the earth wherever the sun fident that it could be so managed that as a lifeless body, and light as it ap country. A part of it is cultivated for
and white roses, for the charming trav
eling costume of ecru silk and Persian her husband’s face, as they sat alone in came radiently back to his ¡rale face shines on a blade of vegetation or a she would occupy a portion of one of peared, I' had not the power to move corn, sugar cane and mangey, Milmo’s
a carriage that was conveying them to and astonished eyes, as he held out his heap of offal. Tlie miasm is more sol them. She was among the first at the it. A sudden rumble and roar told me residence is on the summit—a hand
embroidered garnet cashmere.
id, more concentrated, and hence more house, and occupied a prominent posi that the night express was thundering some stone structure, very large, and
Just a little to be indispensable on the station—such a good grand face, arms caressingly.
malignant,
about sunrise and sunset tion. As the other friends arrived, down and soon would reach the fatal ornamented by cornices and pillars im
the momentous occasion. Helen told tliat accompanied the character no wo
“ I think your mother lias given you
them she really very much preferred man could come in contact with and to me. I loved her, but not as I love than any other hour of the twenty-four she took occasion to recall reminiscen spot. Nearer and nearer it approached ported ’from France and the United
attending upon herself; and as Helen fail to thoroughly revere and admire. you, oh m.v little one! Barbara, will because the cold of the night condenses ces of the late ltuby that brought till, just as the cow-catcher was about States. The interior is like a palace,
usually had her own way, thev left her And a sudden little thrill of humble you come to me ? Will you give your it, and it is on the first few inches tears to their eyes; and when tlie ser lifting me, I sprang aside, placed my and so rich with gold and . silver and
above the soil in its most solid form ; vices were over, as the first carriage self between the obstruction and the precious stones that the ey'e is dazzled
content warmed in her eyes and quiv self to me?”
with a loving, saucy little protest.
but as the sun rises it warms and ex drove up for its load, the distress of track, and the train flew on unharmed.” with their splendor. Alilmo is Presi
And she laughed, and turned them ered into a peaeeftil smile, as she laid
And she stepped inside the outstretch
pands and ascends to a point high Airs. Moriaty at the death of Mr.
out, and then—
her hand on his.
The silence was so dense for a mo dent of the Bank of Mexico, an insti
ed arms, and laid her bright head on
enough to be breathed and being taken Ruby was so marked as to excite the ment that one might have heard a dew tution with powers aiid privileges in
“ I mean to be such a good wife, Phil
Regardless of the magnificence of
his breast, and made him realize that
into the lungs and swallowed with the liveliest sympathy. Then tlie second drop. Presently Somebody said :
her trailing bridal robes, unmindful of ip,” she said gently.
the country as great as are tlie Bauk
it was for his highest human happiness
saliva into the stomach all weak and coach came up. Mrs. Moriaty had got
the rare and costly white roses she
“ My darling I knew it,” he answered
“ What did you do with the lieam?” of England’s in Britain.
that fate had seemed so apparently
empty as it is, it is greedily drunk in, down to the gate by this time, and as
crushed so ruthlessly, this bride of an her; “and I am most blessed of any
“I didn’t touch it,” he replied ; “but
n is father-in-law, Santiago Vidarri,
cruel in those past dreary years, which
thrown immediately iuto thecireulation the door of the second coach was open it touched me.”
hour when she had locked her door, man orv God's earth to-day”
was executed for supplying money to
now, in one little moment, were blotted
of the blood, and carried to every part ed, and a call made for the occupants,
and dashed down the curtains, flung
So their wedding life begun.
“ Well,” persisted the questioner, “ if revolutionists, and he himself narrowly
out forever.
*
*
*
J
jc
*
*
%
of
the body depositing its poisonous it seemed extremely doubtful if she you couldn’t lift it, and didn’t touch it, escaped a similar death, though he was
herself on her knees beside the lounge,
influence at the very fountain head of could hold up another instant. She how in the dickens did the train get
in -a perfect ecstacy of grief—knelt
Two years afterwards, and half a
connected in a monentary sense with
F lattery .
life, i f early breakfast were taken in leaned against the post, and stared over it ?”
there shivering and praying.
city in mourning because of the pitiless
the opposing forces. Since then bri
regions whei-e chills and fever and ague into the coach and over its rich upholst
She could not cry It seemed as if scourge that had swept relentlessly
“ Why, don’t you see?” said the sad gands have captured him several times,
In prosperity, men are very liable to
all her tears had “ for ever left her eyes ! down upon it,'and in a nearly deserted be waylaid by their most violent of all prevail and if in addition, a brisk fire ering, and said the late Ruby seemed faced man as he arose from his seat and and compelled him to pay from $10,000
to curdle around her heart.” She did j hotel, where fashion and beauty, and inflammations and frequently to such were kindled in the family room for an more like a son to her than a neighbor. sidled toward the door. “The obstruct to $55,000 ransom. These adventures
not even make the slightest sound. ! wealth had fled before the grim oncoin- an extent as to overlook the motives of hour including sunrise and sunset, these Whereupon the usher looked appropri ion was a moonbeam, and I jumped so have taught him precaution, and he
But oh 1 the awful unspeakable, pent i fût of the pestilence, two people lying those who are constantly ready to serve troublesome maladies would diminish ately sad, and called up the third and that the shadow of my body took its has turned the mesr into a sort of cita
up agony she suffered, until she won- j dead—young, handsome even in death or obey them. They believe, with re in any one year, not ten fold but a last coach. This had yellow cushions I place, and—
del, accessible by only' a narrow path,
dered she did not die then and there , with refinement and nobility on their flection, that each avowal of good feel thousand fold, because the heat of the and pink straps, and Mrs. Moriaty
B ang! flew a ham against the door; obstructed by an iron gate of enor
—until she prayed heaven to let her ; marble faces. And the death-roll that ing or sentiment of esteem is of an Are would rarefy the miasmatic air in didn’t hesitate to protest that in the and if it had struck the body of the mous proportions, n e lias distilleries
die as she was, or else remove the bur- morning contained these names—Sir origin not only popular,but undoubted. stantly and send it above the breathing death of Air. Ruby the community had retreating hero there would have been and several factories, in which goods
point. But it is “troublesome” to be met a loss it was not possible to recover a much bigger grease-spot frescoed on
den.
j Philip and Lady Wentworth ; while in
We should therefore not be offended
are manufactured for his own use on
And the why and wherefore was, j an adjoining room, rosy healthy, joyous when told by friends or companions of building fires night and morning all from, and that she would follow him the panel.
the mesa, and intends to retire to his
that since the night and hour, eighteen ’ and unconscious of her awful loss their onr greatest errors, but deem it a kind summer; it being no “trouble” requir to his last resting place if she had to do
mansion
whenever another insurrection
months before, when she and Roy I baby-girl, a year old watched over by ness as frank assertions are often of in- ing no effort, to shiver and shake by it on her knees, and would feel grate T h e Seven Riddles of th e W orld.
is imminent. It is said that when he
Challouer had parted in proud, indig- j one careful nurse, while another gray- finate importance to our safety or wel the hour, weeks and months together.
ful for the opportunity. Then the third
Prof. Du Bois-Reymond is one of the came to Mexico ho did not have a dol
nant coldness—they two who worship- j haired and tearful was hurriedly ma- fare. One hint given in all sincerity,
and
last coach filled and drove off to most prominent members of the Berlin lar, and got iiis start in business from
B a ra tt’s Solomonisrri.
ped each other as even fond lovers king preparations to leave the fever- has saved many a fellow-being from'
take its place in the line, and Airs. Mo Academy of Sciences. When he de his father-in-law.—St. Louis liepiiblican.
not often worship—Helen Merle had strieken city.
anxiety and trouble.
My son, when you hear a man growl- riaty dried her tears, choked back the livers his popular lectures there is not
never spent one happy moment.
*
*
*
*
*
* **
F am ily Friendship.
Men of talents, usefulness or great ingand scolding beca use .Moody gets $2- sorrow of her heart with one mighty a lecture-room in Berlin large enough
N()t once had she "heard of him or
Just seventeen years had passed discretion are entitled to our regards, 00a week for pteaching Christianity ,you gulp, and strode into her own house, to accommodate his hearers. He is
from him. He had disappeard as away, and Roy Challoner, still unwed, but we should exhibit onr appreciation
However great the affection exist
will perceive that lie never worries a shutting the front door without the far from being a theist; still less is he
thoroughly from society as though he and on whose noble features the indes of the proper use of their gifts in a
ing
between
the members of one family,
aid
of
the
knob.
She
told
Clarinda
a Christian. In an address delivered
were dead, arid so how could she have cribable shadow of sorrow forever lin quiet yet substantial manner. To act minute because Ingersoli gets $200 a that it was the scaliest affair she ever
there
is
seldom
any great degree of
by him on “The Limits of Natural Sci
known that in his pique, and stubborn- ! gered, had taken up his po.sition at the thus, we prove how little taste we have night for preaching atheism. You will went to, and had it not been for the
real friendship entertained. Many' rea
ence,” he propounded what ho called
ness, and unyielding pride; lie had put : foot of the grand staircase, it was for flattery and how much we are in see that the man who is unutterably body there would have been no funeral
“ The*Seven Riddles of the World”_ sons may be alleged lor this, tlie most
shocked because Francis Murpy gets
the ocean, foreign countries, deserts, ’ rather enjoying, in his quiet way, look clined to be honest and benevolent.
cogent of which is probably the blunt
at all.— Danbury News.
riddles which have never been explain
$150 a week for temperance work seems
between them?
ing influence of continual familiaritv.
ing on at the gay crowd that was fast There are many in this world whose to think it is all right when the bar
ed, and the majority of which never
He Chalked it Down.
All she knew was, be made on sign ; falling the Hon. Mrs. Swinfield’s rooms
Living always together, the members
vanity is increased by the most simple keeper takes in twice so much moneycan be by mechanical laws.
all she realized was.
of one family are apt to become mon
b *le
gone so far j- and especially looking, as was not the means; many who partially live upon in a single day. The laborer is Worthy
The first riddle is the nature and es
A case was tried in ’Squire Stephens
otonous and uninteresting to each
in his displeasure as to give her no op- j first, or the second, or tlie dozenth time the polite favors of others; and alas!
of his hire, my boy, and he is just as court some days ago in which a rather sence of matter and force.
other. Having such abundant oppor
portunity, in her penitent relenting to | he had looked just so eagerly, at beau- many who have imbibed flattery so
The second is the origin of motion.
worthy of it in the pulpit as he is upon remarkable witness was introduced.
tunity, they fancy' they have entirely
be reconciled. And now, this fair, ; tiful Barbara Hatton,
freely that to discard its presence has the stump. Is the man who is honestly The suit was brought by an old Ger
The origin of life is the third.
brigt day, she was Sir Philip Went- j Of late Roy had been passing become almost impossible; a result
fathomed each other and that there is
The fourth is the appartment design
trying to save your immortal soul man, who keeps a grocery and barroom
worth’s wife.
nothing
more to find out. There is no
through a strange experience and fair most sad yet worthy of remembrance worth less than the man who is only
against a rather tough citizen,. who of nature.
Some one wrapped softly on. the door haired Barbara was very intimately
longer
the
attraction of curiosity or the
to those who have escaped it. It is trying his level best to go to Congress ? owed him a bar-bill. When the old
The fifth is the origin o f conscious
bringing Helen to her senses. Had it connected with it—so intimately that,
stimulus
of
variety. They are not viv
then an irksome task to point out Isn’t Moody as good as Ingersoli? man was placed on the stand he stated ness.
been a minute or an hour since she during these past few weeks, Roy had
idly
impressed
nor do they feel able to
graphically the dangerous consequen Isn’t John B. Gough as much the his case in broken English, but in a
The sixth is the origin Of national
knelt there, shivering, writhing with come to know that what had happened
impress
in
their
return. So there oomes
ces of this particular fascination and friend of humanity and society' as the very straightforward, truthful manner, thought and language.
longing pain and utter abandonment of to him he had thought never could hap
to
lie
u
tameness
and insipidity about
especially where arrogance of pride bartender ? Do you want to get all the and said that the defendant had been a
The last is the freedom of the will. home life which is supposed to be in
despair?
pen to him again, after the desolate, predominates with the individuals or good in this world for nothing, so that
customer at his bar and received credit, Of this Du Bois-Reymond savs : “ Our herent in it. The feeling of the useless
Muriel Seaforth’s gentle voice called waste time in his life when Helen Merle
objects
we
have
to
contend
with.
They
you
may
be
able
to
paya
high
price
out:
but refused to pay his bill when the seventh difficulty' is none if one re ness of effort deadens etibrt and a luke
had married another.
warm spirit of calm good will is all
are so enraptured with its silvery voice for the bad ?
time arrived. He was then asked bv solves to deny the freedom of the will that
“A belated wedding present, Nell—a
is aimed at. That this is the case
He had thought never to renew his and so ignorant of the value of integ
Remember, my' ltoy, the good things the court if lie had kept a regular ac and to declare the subjective conviction in numerous
cheek for a thousand pounds, or a Gov faith and trust in woman. He Had no
families may be proved bv
rity, and the happiness it commands, in this world are always the cheapest. count of the amount, and was request of freedom as an illusion; otherwise the
change which they' experience on
ernment bond, I daresay seeing it is hope or wish that the wreck he had be
as to be deaf or indifferent to the Spring water costs less than corn ed to show his bill. This seemed to it is inexplicable.
the arrival of any valued guest. New
contained in an envelope.
Can’t I lieved himself in love and passion
most solemn rebuke.
life and energy seem to enter with him
whiskey ; a box of cigars will buy two puzzle the old man some, and after
come in ?”
should ever be made anew. And then,
In the early periods of life we are, or three bibles ; a gallon of old brandy scratching his head in silent delibera Self-Care W h ile Nursing the Sick. and prevade the hitherto listless house
“Not quite yet, dear. I ’ll take the right into all the debris of his affec
hold ; each one feels a new’ pleasure
however rather fond of it; but if the costs more than a barrel of flour, a tion for a few minutes, he said that he
parcel, please.”
To
those-who
are
called
upon
to
and
an unwonted desire to please which
tions, Barbarr Hatton had come with prudence we then lacked is still want “ full hand” at poker often costs a man
had kept aii account, but had left it at nurse the sick through a long and sev. are equally exhilarating; but after his
She unfastened the door and received j sympathy and healin
ing, as we advance in years, tlie res- more than his church subscription his store, and asked permission to go
it: then with the first sob of pain that
ere illness, it is of the utmost import departure they gradully sink back into
Until, standing watching her to-night ponsibility'must in a measure, encumb amounts to in three years ; a State
the old apathetic routine.
Young
off and bring it.
had. passed her lips
sank -----faint the fairest brightest star in Mrs. Swinance, not only to themselves, but to people seek relief from this, state of
- -yet,. she —-—
er those who have been charged with election costs more than a "revival of
The permission was granted, and he their patient, that their own health tilings by forming outside friendships;
wea upon the nearest chair as she field’s brilliant assemblage Roy Chall- our keeping. Their neglect to shield
religion ; you can sleep in church every started away on a trot, and in a short should be preserved and their own and while sueh attachments are not bv
recognized Roy Challoner’s hand-| oner kneiv he loved her.
ns from its deplorable influence be Sunday morning, if you are mean time came back, puffing and blowing,
writing.
strength maintained, not only through any means to be indiscriminately dis
Until he was wandering what the speaks but little for their discipline or enough to deadbeat your lodging that
but wearing a satisfied look on his out the critical stage, but during the couraged bringing their own special
She did not at once open it; she remnant of his heretofore unblast life
advantages and pleasures it is to be de
affection. They may offer urgent or way, but a nap in a Pullman ear costs face and carry ing a large pine door on
period of convalescence, sometimes so plored that friendships inside the home
could not, for the cold trembling of would be worth to him if, when he
peculiar duties or an excuse but none you two dollars every time ; fifty cents his shoulder. All in the room were
tediously prolonged. To all such we are so exceedingly rare, and thut the
her hands. She sat there, her heart asked lovely Barbara for her love she can be more urgent,or claim a preceden
for the circus, and a penny’ for the lit considerably astonished at this, but he submit the following simple preca utions, young are so generally growing up in
seeming to stop its beating, until a would withhold it.
ce more justljv than a firm adherence tle ones to put in the missionary box ; quietly seated himself, and taking the
to aid them in preserving their own the idea that they are . impossible.
girlish voice, as somebody passed the
An hour afterwards he stood before to parity of morals simplicity of man one dollar for thè theatre and a pair of
There are, of course, many honorable
door
across
his
knees
he
pointed
to
a
health while attending the sick.
door, speaking about the time of the Barbara Hatton, alone with her in the ners, and love of truth. In view of
exceptions
to this, where* not only
old trousers, frayed at the ends and number of charcoal marks on it, which
If the malady of the patient be such hushand and wife have been life-long
trains, roused her into a desperate de fragrant half-dim fernery with his hand
these
facts
it
behooves
those
who
have
baggy at the knees, and utterly bnrsted he stated was his bill, When asked to as to cause any marked odor of the and devoted friends, but also parents
fiance of herself.
some face pale with passionate plea beenberetofore much indulged to be as to the dome, for the Michigan suf
explain he said that whenever the de breath or notioeable exhalations from and children brothers and sisters. Yet
And then she tore open the envelope ding his eyes full, of masterful tender
cautious in their actions when surround ferers ; the lady who wears her skirt of fended got a drink he marked it down
and read th is:
the skin, take care always to sit on the careful preservation oft these in
ness, as he told her how he loved her, ed by persons who rejoice ip being her dress under her arms, and the waist
on the door. If the drink was beer he side of the bed or sick person which is stances, and the extreme respect accord
“ Without any doubt you will be sur- and asked for her sweet self in Teturn.
ed to them, proves their comparative
deceptive, or acknowledge no fear of I a round her knees and kidks her slipper made a short mark, and
skey
opposite to or away from the direction rarity.

increased much faster than the demand. report will make a showing that will between the then Territory of ^Kansas
H arn ess E m p o riu m ,
Slow sales and lower prices must inevi startle the country.. He shows that and the Rocky Mountains. If one of
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Asa M. Allen, a mill owner at Musk is a grand chance to '.doin' money. Sample pages
The largest stock of' Stockings and
been declared before this and Secretarj- dy was only twenty-six years old.
the stock and variety of Notions, you
the United States, an d te obtain pat
Hosiery outside of Philadelphia. -Stock
egon, Mich., chose a Chicago girl on cfec., FREE. Address HUBBARD BROS., Phila
must call, see for yourself and be con
ents in Canada. England, France,
Chandler would have , been hunting
ings
from 5 cents up. Stockings that
vinced. Silk Handkerchiefs from 25
sight for a wife, whom he accosted in delphia. Pa.
Germany, and all other countries.
were sold at 15 to 20 cents per pair are
cents to $1.25. White handkerchiefs, 6
_ _ _ _ _ _ T hirty*six y ears’ practice. No
with a lantern for our navy to put in
the street without any introduction,
Idiots And Lunatics.
selling at 10 cents. We can supply you
for 251 Full stock of Ladies’ and Gent’s
charge for examination of models or draw
with any variety or specialty that you
and to whom he was regularly married
service. Fortunately the Chinese are
neckwear; Please remember us when
ings. Advice by mail free.
_.
may desire, so giye us a call.
Patents
obtained
through
us
are
noticed
in
by
a
clergyman
within
a
few
hours.
in
need.
a peaceable people and disposed to CENSTJ8 RETURNS SHOWING T n A T THE NUM
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, which ha 8
He
took
his
bride
to
his
luxurious
the largest circulation, and is the most influ
Remember that our Stock of Crockery'and Queensware is
BER HAS DOUBLED DURING THE
mind their own business, if allowed
ential newspaper of its kind published m the
home, but she failed to appreciate it,
the iargest in this section of the county. Any
LAST TEN YEARS.
world. The advantages of such a notice every
thing that you may.desire we can supply
to.— Times. . and in a ragp at his attempt to improve
patentee
understands.
W a sh in g to n , November 27— The her behavior by discipline set fire to
you with at bottom figures.
This large and splendidly illustrated news
T he later details in relation to the Rev. Frederick Wires, chief of the the house. He has procured a divorce
paper is published'Y E E It.L Y a t $3.20 a y ear.,
We
extend
our
heartiest
thanks
for the liberal p a tro n ^ e that we have
A number of new and second-hand carriages
and is admitted to be the best paper devoted
received in the past, and seek the present method of extending an invitation to all, old
iron and steel troubles indicate that division of the census relating to the and is prosecuting her for arson.
to science, mechanics, inventions, engineering
for sale very cheap.
A full spring carriage ;
customers and new, to further favor us with their patronage.^
works, and other departments of industrial
new Bar-Spring carriage, second-hand.
A
there is no serious falling off in the defective, dependent and delinquent
A newspaper reader has not yet double seated PHAETON new; and others not progress, published in ahy eonntry. Single
classes,
is
in
the
city,
supervising
the
demand for these articles and no pros final preparation of the results of the turned thirty years who can remember mentioned. -Call soon and secure bargains. copies by mail, 10 cents. Sold by all news
Rahn S tationna.,
dealers.
All kinds' of wagons and carriages made to
Iron Bridge P. O.
pect of any. On the contrary, the work for the publication in the com when the map in his school geography order.
Address, Munn & Co., publishers of Sciear
Prices reasonable.
tifio American, 261 Broadway, New York.
consumption is increasing yearly. The pendium which is to be published soon had the words “ Great American Desert”
Handbook about patents mailed free,
E.
K.
WELDNER.
printed
across
all
the
unknown
space
after
the
meeting
of
Congress.
His
capacity- of production, however, has

Furniture! Furniture! Furniture!

Providence Independent.

CARPETS ( C A R PE T S! C A R P E T S !

JOIN G.' 1TW ILIR Proprietor.

Window Shades! Window Shades!
L A B G - E
S T O C K ! !

Spi, Bar S t, and Hair-Cteti, Farter Suits,-Bei Desips.

TAPESTRY, INRAIN, RAG, HEMP,
SPR IN G M A T T R E SS E S

lif t IicreasEi & IiproYel M i t e
GRAINJLflDR, FEED & COAL, k

Gr. W . OZIAS, Jr., Trappe, P a.
if

C O L L E G E V IL L E

f

COUGH - - - - - C A N D Y .
AGUE PILLS, LI VER PILLS,

CMcken Powder, for Gaps, Boape

Chalera,

F R E S H GROCERIES!

C A N N E D F R U I T , D R IE D F R U I T , &C.

Syrups and Sugars, Fresh and pure.

BOOTS

SHOES

' CORNER STORE,

D ry Goods and Notions.

J. m FREDERICK, Proper.

JO S. GE (JO T W A L S ,

Large ST M of GOODS

GROCERIES;

D R Y GOODS.

mm

By Gena Sherman .
is h o p

Clothes and Cassimers:

Boots & Shoes

il e y

IM P L E M E N T S

Calicoes :

------------- - :

n o t i o n

«,

—

:— ----------

STOCKINGS a i HOSIERY;

Special Barcains
at the Limerid Spare

CARRIAGE WORKS ! !

G . F . H U N S IC K E R ,

St. Luke’s Reformed congregation,
this place, and the Trinity Christian
congregation of Freeland, will unite in
holding a union Thanksgiving service
T hursday, N ovem ber 30, 1882.
in the church of the latter, at 10 a. m.,
this (Thursday) morning. Rev. Dr.
TERMS:—$1.25 PER YEAR, IN ADVANCE.
Bomberger will preach the sermon.
Thanksgiving service will also be
This paper has a larger circulation
held in the Lutheran church, this place,
in this section o f the county than any Thursday morning, Rev. O. P. Smith
other paper published. /Is an adver officiating.
tising medium the u Independent" ranks
Mrs. J. W . Shoemaker.
among the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula ~ We are much pleased to announce
tion in various localities throughout the that Mrs. J. W. Shoemaker,, the distin
guished elocutionist of Philadelphia,
county,'
will appear in Ursinus Hall, on Thurs
. It is the aim o f the editor and pub- day evening, December 14th, under the
fish e r to make the “ Independent” one o f auspices of the Garfield Lyceum, and
the best local and general newspapers give select Readings. The simple an
in the county, or anywhere else, and to nouncement of Mrs. Shoemaker’s enter
tainment will be sufficient to crowd the
this end we invite correspondence from hall.
every section.
Ex-Sheriff Stauffer, janitor of the
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Court House, Norristown, is one of
We publish the following schedule gratuitously the best public officials in the county.
for the convenience of our readers.
When he took charge of the Temple of
Passenger trains leave Collegevill Station as Justice and its various apartments, the
follows :
basement was filled with filth and dirt
FO R P H IL A D E L P H IA A N D P O IN T S S O U T H .
sufficient to breed malignant diseases,
M ilk...............................................
6.56a.m.
Accommodation.............................
8.25a.but
m. the Ex-Sheriff applied himself dili
M arket.. . . , . . . . . , . . . . v
£ .......... 1*§5 p. m. gently, and ,a visit to, the basement of
Accomodation..
. .
.
.................4.45 p. m. the Court House by any of our readers
P O R A L L E N T O W N A N D P O IN T S N O R T H A N D W E S T .
now, will convince them that his duty
M ail....... .........................................
7.44a.m.has been well performed. The removal
Accomodation................................: ..........il.14 a. m.
M ark et...................... ........... f . ............ 3.13 p. m. of filth and the application of lime
Accommodation.................................. . • .6.41 p. m. worked wouders in the line of neat
SU N D A Y S— S O U T H .
ness and cleanliness.

Providence Independent.

been twenty y-ears old in April next.
Garner was about one month his senior.
Coroner Aikin held an inquest over
the body of Gamer during Sunday
afternoon. . An examination was made
by Dr. Eisenberg, and a verdict of
“death from asphyxia, caused by in
haling coal gas,” was rendered.

thought that tble same persons who put
poison in the flour this time caused the
sickness then.
This closed the examination of the
witness, and the jury then rendered a
verdict “that Charles H. Garber came
to his death from the effects of arsenic
contained in a pie which he ate.
Whether the arsenic was intentionally
or accidentally-,.put s there or in the
flour used in baking it, or by whom,
the jury is unable to determine; but
the jury suggests to the commissioners
of Montgomery county, tftat a chemical
analysis be made of parts removed
from the body of the deceased.

The new building for female patients
at the State Insane Hospital, at Nor
ristown, it is thought, will be ready for
occupation about the end of the pres
ent. year, and will afford accomodations
for about one hundred patients. There
are at present 975 patients in the hos
pital, a greater number than the insti
tution was intended to accommodate. H om e F lashes and Stray Sparks
The completion of the new building
F rom Abroad.
will relieve this pressure very materi
ally.
•
—Thanksgiving.

SOME FAC TS.
IN REFERENCE TO CLOTHS FOR LADIES’
SUITS, &C.
A truthful and judicious advertisement of valu
able goods pays us, and this is why we do it. We
wish ju st here to assert that when we advertise
anything we mean ju st what we say, and we can
at all times prove all we say by undeniable evi
dences, to all who will go to the trouble to ex
amine in detail the facts in reference to the most
doubtful appearing advertisements we write.
We were constrained to say the above because
we want it known that we won’t make an exag
gerated blow or false statements as to qualities,
prices, &c., of our goods. We always have all
of more than we advertise, and wéare well aware
af the fact that there áre many advertisements
thrust upon the public which are gross éxaggerations and are calculated to mislead the reader.
For instance it is folly to say that the 55 inch
cloths at $1.00 for ladies’ suits are the best qual
ity, for they are not near as heavy, or good or
handsome as those at $1.25, $1.50 or $1.62. We
have them in all wool at a number of prices from
30 cents up to $1.62)^, and sell more at the
highest than the lowest price. If you want the
best $1,00 cloths that can be sold at a reasonable
profit for $1 .00, or something better or cheaper,
our store is the place to find them in a great va
riety of colors, and a full line of silk plushes to
match them.
We have a large váriety of cloths for ladies’
and children’s coats, and are making them to or
der at about the same prices that are charged
wholesale for inferior made goods.
We have a large variety of new hoods for chil
dren and ladies. Prices from 25c. to $2.50, nearly
all of our own knitting.
We have a fine assortment of new mittens in
many grades. Some very fine German goods.
Our stock of merino underwear was never so
complete as this season, the great increase in
our trade enabling us to buy large lots very
low. We have a large stock of fut trimmings,
collars and cuffs, in the newest styles. Our hosi
ery stock is also fuller than #ever, some of the
styles being very fine. Our dress and coat mak
ing department goes ahead of our most sanguine
expectations, as our establishment gives daily
employment to more than 65 persons, and we
need more hands or good apprentices.
HOWARD LEOPOLD, •
229 High Street, Pottstown.

The regular quarterly meeting of the
—I t ’s the beautiful snow this time.
Montgomery County Historical Society The indications are we will have more
was held Thursday afternoon at, two of the beautiful.
o’clock, at their room in the court
house, Norristown. Col. Theo. W.
.—Charles King, of York, has a
Bean, the President, occupied the chair Thanksgiving turkey that weighs 42
with F. Gb-Hobson, E!q., as Secretary. pouuds. Charles is more fortunate
The following committee of arrange than we.
ments was appointed ..to prepare for
—The Collegeville mills have been
the annual banquet, to be held Febru
ary 22, 1883 ; Prof. R. F. . Hoffecker, remodeled, and the flour manufactured
jphairman: Isaac Roberts, secretary; is said to he superior;
F. G. Holism, William W. Taydor,
—I t is said that a lie will travel miles
William II. Holstein, Joseph Evans,
Benjamin P. Wertsner. Dr. John while truth is pulling on its boots, but
Shrawder, Isaac Chism, Mrs. Jacob it is the quality of the boots that
Rex, Miss Maggie D. Rex, Mrs. Caleb counts in the end.
R, Hallowell, Mrs. Daniel Yeakle, Miss
—Those of our town gentry who
M ilk...................
6.56 a. m.
Annie Yeakle, Mrs. Jaywood Lukens.
Accomodation.............. ........................5.12 p. m.
have nothing to do but back Them
A meeting of the Lyceum of Augus Mrs. W. H. Holstein.
NORTH.
selves against a door or a window, or
tus Lutheran church, this place, was
Accommodation.......................................9.35 a- Tn- held in the basement of the church
the, side of a bouse, ¿¡re busily engaged
A Terrible D eath.
M ilk ..:..................................
.6.06p.m.
lii the general loafing buisnCss. B The
last Thursday evening. The following
Mrs. Halderaan, wife of Abel Halde- business is booming.
interesting
programme
was
rendered
:
man, dealer in stoves, tinware, &e.,
In consequence of the Readings by
The Sernade, Miss Cora Rambo; Centre Square, this county, met with a
Mrs. J. W. Shoemaker, on the night Music,
—I t is said there will be two con
“ Up the Apple Tree,” terrible and fatal accident, at her resi
of December 14th, the Garfield Lyceum Recitation,
tested seats in the .legislature.
Leora
C
uster;
Music,
“
Gently
down
will hold its next regular meeting on the Stream of Time,” Miss Bertha dence at that place last Friday
evening.
She was in the act of
—Uncle Jake Zeigler, member-élect
Thursday night, December 7th.
Kooken and Misses Plank ; Recitation, lighting an oil lamp and ignited of the Assembly, of Butler county,
Good prices were had at Allebacli’s “ In Affliction,” Lillie Rhoades ; Music, the match by drawing it across the un promises to introduce a bill to punish
sale of fresh cows at Perkiomen Bridge, “ Go let the Angels in,” Miss Elmira derside of a table whieh bore a flamible food adulteration if. Uncle Jake keeps
on Monday afternoon. On next Mon T. Miller a n d ' Miss Cora T. Miller ; covering. The cover took fire and com his word' he will get a monument some
Philadelphia Produce Market
day afternoon he will sell another car- Recitation, “ Youthful Experience,” municated the flames to her clothing, day.
Miss Bertha Kooken ; Music, “ Pretty which were completely consumed with
load of fresh eows at the- same place.
F lour.
as Picture,”. Miss Mary Rambo; Re the exception of a corset. Her body
—Our typos struck a poetic vein the Pennsylvania Extra Family. . . . 4 75 @ 5 00
Abel Thomas, proprietor of the. citation, “ The Nobility of Labor,” Mr.
other day. One is supposed to- be in Western E xtra............................. 5 00 @ 5 75
lower Mingo Mills, and a prominent Ee. L. Markley ; Duett, “Parting Whis was most frightfully burned and pre love now and then and the other is in a Rye Flour............ ...................... 4 25 @ 4 37
sented
a
most
pitiable
sight.
Mrs.
citizen of this township; is at present pers,” Misses Plank.
G R A IN .
Raldeman suffered indescrible agony of position to love all the time. But; the
lying in a very precarious condition,
Red W heat.......................
1 07 @ 1 12
poetry, ah ! it was stunning.
mind
and
body
until,5
o’clock,
Satur
suffering with a painful disease'’resem
Bro. Robarts of the Phamixville day morning when death ehded her
Corn
...
9 i @ 92
. . . . — ............ ^4 7 ^@
48
bling a cancer.
Messenger is somewhat like Dr. Tal- sufferings. Mr. and Mrs. Ilaldeman
—Love’s labors are* not always lost. Oats.........
60 @ 70
R y e ................
mage of Brooklyn, not in a theological were married about two years.
Even
if
it
takes
two
hours
to
go
and
The first fall of the beautiful, of the sense but in the way of brilliant sen
P R O V IS IO N S .
come, the intervening period makes up
season, in this locality, was observed sationalism. In personal appearance
Mess Pork..................
21 50 @22 00
for
all.
A Surprise.
on Sunday, and the fact was fully real Bro. Robarts is the handsomer individ
Dried Beef.....................................14
@15
Mess
Beef
28
@28 50
ized by the many who attended divine ual of the two, and on this score Bro.
On Friday evening, November 24th,
Our friend S. K. Ash, living on the
Hams.................................... 18
@19 50
services, and allowed their umbrella's Robarts is ahead. A little more prac 1882, Mrs. Josiah T. Miller, this place, line between this township and Lim Beef
Hams...........................................
14 ^ @
15}4
to remain at home.
15 @ 15%
tise and Bro. Robarts will excel in was made the .subject of a surprise erick is a good butcher, and offers his Sides.............................................
Shoulders............................
12
@
12%
party, it being her 56th birthday.
Pickled Shoulders.................. ..
9%@ 10
Mr. Anthony Richardson, who re matters sensational. Bro. Robarts is a About one hundred relatives and friends services to those needing assistance.
Lard.............................................13
@ 13%
character
,
in
his
way,
and
his
way
cently purchased the well-known Royer
congregated at the residence of Messrs
■
—We are indebted £o Miss Lena
Philadelphia Hay Market.
property in the upper ward, intends to does not lead to the top of a bicycle, Forker and Saylor, and from there
re-open the store-room with a stock of but whenever he sees a bicycle he runs proceeded to the home of Mrs. T. Mil Shuler for reportorial favors.
P hiladelphia , N ov. 25,1882.
goods usually kept in a country store- after it in the wildest kind of a way—- lers, in which she was busily engaged
During the week ending the above dated there
—
-The
new
pumping
engine
ordered
The store will be opened to the public like a boy- after - a brass band. I t ’s pickling cabbage, but net time had for the Phcenixville Water Works were received at the Farmers’ Hay and Straw
music for him, sweet music, nice music.
Market 400 loads ofhay and 80 of straw, which
next week.
Let’s have a little more about the bi- elapsed before pickled cabbage was some time ago . was received and is were sold at the following prices :
Timothy Hay per 1Ö0 pounds.... 95@ .105
John Kaib, employed with the enter -cycle; it’s interesting,- pleasing, and seen fio more. The good lady was com quite a ponderojis, piece of machinery, Prime
Mixed
“ “ ... 90@ 100
prising cattle dealer, If. H. Allebaeh, humorous. Swing your flambeau again, pletely surprised, but ushered her visi- its weight being 26,580 pounds. Wait Straw per 100 pounds........................... 75@ 85
■tors into the house and gave them en until Bró. Robarts tackles the machine.
is a young man of about ‘ 23 summers, Brother.
tire possession. The house being too It will shrink then, oh 1 as it never
His head is remarkable in point of size,
Philadelphia Cattle Market.
In 1816 one bushel of corn would , much crowded, Granger’s Hall was shrunk before.
requiring a hat 7 7-8 in size to encircle
Beef cattle closed dull and unsettled. About
4100 head ariived and sold at the different yards
it. Mr. H. G. Schwenk has Mr. Kalb’s buy one pound of nails. In 1882 one opened, which some of the friends took
good, honest laugh is medicine. at 4@6%c. per pound, the latter rate for e;xtra.
bats made to order by a down east bushel of corn would buy fifteen pounds possession of, and at TO o’clock all A —A
Sheep were unsettled. 1,2000 head arrived
lady who recovered from a decline
of nails. In 1816 it took from twenty were invited into the Hall, and two
firm.
and sold at the different yards at 2%@6c., and
said
she
stopped
worrying
and
began
to
lambs
at 3@6c. per pound, as to condition.
large
tables
were
loaded
down
with
the
to eighty dozen of eggs to buy one
Hogs were a fraclion lower. 5500 head arrived
The Upper Providence Live Stock bushel of salt. In 1882 one dozen of most substantial elements of life. The laugh, that is all.
and sold at the different yards at 9@ llc._per
Insurance Association will hold . its eggs would do the same thing. In evening was pleasantly spent in conver
—For the best and cheapest gro pound, the latter for extra Chicago.
yearly meeting at J . Frederick's hotel, 1816 it required sixty-four bushels of sation, playing games and uniting in
this place, on Monday7 next., December barley to buy one yard of broadcloth. the sport of the third generation. Mrs. ceries go to Beaver & Shellenberger’s.
4th. The Board of Managers will In 1882 five bushels of barley would T. Miller was the recipient of many
—Up in Massachusetts it is said
NEW YORK, 1883.
meet at 9 a. m. An election of officers do the business. In 1816 it required 'valuable and useful gifts. May her thousands of mothers keep their chil
will take place during the afternoon.
one bushel of wheat to purchase one y-ears be long continued,-only joy and dren from becoming too noisy by
More people , have read The S un during the
yard of calico. In 1882 one bushel of happiness accompany, her through life. threatening to call in Ben Butler. That year ju st now passing than ever before since it
Local History, by F. G. -Hobson, wheat would purchase thirty-five yardg
was first printed. No other newspaper published
quiets them at once.
on this side of the earth has been bought and
Esq., will be resumed in the next issue of a better article. In 1816 a pair of
Last Thursday evening a very inter
read in any year by so many men and women.
o f this paper, and will include many woolen blankets cost as much as a cow. esting meeting of the Garfield Lyceum
We are credibly informed that people buy,
—“I t is not all gold that glitters” read,
interesting facts concerning Perkiomen In 1882 a cow would buy from six to was held a t Freefanct. The following
and like The S un for the following reasons,
nor
all
silver
that
shines.
.Experience
among others:
Bridge, Freeland and Collegeville. twenty pairs of blankets superior in programme was rendered :■
has taught us this.rExperierice is a good
Because its news columns present in attractive
These historical sketches are meeting every way-.
Reading—-“The Landlord and the Blue teacher, but rathei-gn expansive one, at form and with the greatest accuracy whatever
with the hearty- approval o f the hun
lias
interest for hum ankind; the events, thV
Hen.”—Miss Sallie Fenstermacher.
dreds who take great pleasure in read F ound Dead in Co., F ’s Arm ory, Tableau—-“The Yalentine”-Miss Bertha times. We live to learn and try to. ¡.?deeds and misdeeds, the wisdom, the philosophy;
learn to live. Try and do the same, the notable folly, the solid sense, the improving
ing them.
Hendricks and Dr. B. F. Place.
nonsense—all the news of the busiest world at
kind reader.
present revolving in space.
THE HORRIBLE DISCOVERY MADE BY W IL Reading—“The Wonderful One Hoss
Because people have learned that in its remarks
The Good Templars of Norristown
Shay-.”—Dr. James Hamer.
—Protracted meetings will com .concerning persons and affairs The S un makes a
LIAM GNl^GORY ON SUNDAY MORNING.
have begun the publication of the
Answering referred Questions.
mence at the church of the Evangelical practice of telling them the exact truth to the
names of petitioners for licenses, the From the Norristown Times.
best of its ability three hundred and sixty-five
Chorus—“Three Bumblebees,’’’
Association next Sunday evening.
William
Gregory,
residing
on
Green
days in the year, before election as well as after,
signers of the application and the
Tableau—“The Bashful Lovers”—New
about the whales as'well as about the fish, in the
street,
accompanied
by
William
Bucknames of the bondsmen and attorneys.
—In Pennsylvania there are 102 face of dissent as plainly and fearlessly as when
ton R.’ Hunsicker and Emily D..
ley,
a
friend,
visiting
him
from
Phil
This action on the part -of the temper
Superintendents, 141000 directors, 22, supported by general approval. The S un has
Hamer.
ance people has caused considerable adelphia, entered the armory of Co. F, Reading—“Jenkins Goes to a Picnic” 000 teachers, arid 920,000 school chil absolutely no purposes to serve, save the infor
mation of its readers and the futherance of the
commotion amongst the citizens of Sixth Regiment,-N. G. P., in Market
dren.
common good.
—Dr. B. F. Place.
Hall,
about
eleven
o’clock
Sundav
Montgomery’s metropolis.
Because it is everybody’s newspaper. No man
morning, when they- were met by a vol Referring of Questions:
is 60 humble that The Sun is indifferent to his
—The Deacon’s canine is a regular welfare
Recitation—-“
Rienzi’s
Address”—Jas.
and his rights. No man is so rich thilt
There w ill be two Christmas Festi ume of coal gas. so stifling that thev
visitor. He is not in the habitrof wait it can allow
injustice to be done him. No man,
W. Meminger.
vals in this place, this season,, so that *would have retraced their steps had Drama—-“The Happy Family”—E. D. ing for an invitation. He’s one of no association of men, is powerful enough to be
from the strict application of *its princi
HQ one can complain of the want of their attention not been attracted byHamer, N, R. Hunsicker, Frank your dog’s he is. . Perhaps seme of exempt
ples of right and wrong.
“ life” incident to the holidays St. two forms, one of them lying on a
these
days
he
will
be
something
else.
Preston, II. Alvin Hunsicker and
Because in politics it has fought for a dozen
Luke’s Reformed Sunday School will lounge and the other partly on a lounge,
years, without intermission and sometimes al
Abraham Hendricks.
hold jts Festival on Saturday- evening’ and partly on the floor. Opening the •Music—“The Tempest”—Henry A.
—For the latest suiting’s and over most alone among newspapers, the fight that has
resulted in the recent overwhelming popular
previous, and the Lutheran Sunday doors and windows of the room so as
coatings go to B. & S.
Bomberger.
verdict against Robesonism and for honest gov
School will engage in its festivities on to allow the deadly gas to escape, Mr. Reading of the Gazette by James W.
ernment. No matter what party is in power,
—A charter has been granted ’the The Sun stands and will continue to stand like
C h r is tm a s - n ig h t. T h e m e m b e rs o f b o th Gregory approached the two bodies
M e m in g e r-.
and
found
them
to
be
those
of
Charles
a
rock for the interests of the people against the
Merion Iron Company, of Montgomery
■schools are engaged in active rehearsal,
of bosses, the encroachments of mono
county. The capital stock is $200,000. ambition
and very interesting occasions can be Garner, living on Moore street, and J. Sentiment roll.
polists, and the dishonest schemes of public rob
F. G. Hobson, Esq., continued read
Harry McCoy, living with his father
safely predicted.
bers.
James McCoy, on Cherry street below ing the history of Providence town
—Under the rules of the Democratic
All this is what we are told almost daily by
party in this county some of the upper our friends. One man holds that The S un is
There is a state law passed in 1876 Main. McCoy was lying on his right ship.
the best religious newspaper ever published, be
which makes it a misdemeanor punish side upon the lounge, his head resting Verdict in th e Garber Posioning Case.. districts will be entitled to additional cause its Christianity is undiluted with cant.
upon
his
overeoat.
Garner
lay
partly
delegates
on
account
of
the
vote
polled
Another holds that it is the best Republican
able to the extent of $1000 fine and
newspaper printed, because it has already whip
N o r r isto w n , Pa., November 23.— at the late election.
•one year imprisonment for any person on the floor, his right cheek restion on
ped
half of the rascals out of that party, and is
McCoy’s
shoulder.
The
men
making
When
the
coroner’s
investigation
into
who shall “play-fully or wantonly point or
proceeding against the other half with undimin
—For
a
good
stock
to
select
from
the
horrible
discovery,
sounded
an
al
ished vigor. A third beliefs it to be the best
the circumstances connected with the
discharge a gun, pistol at any other
magazine,of general literature in existence, be
person,” that it would be well for a arm, and two physicians were summon death of Charles H. Garber was re in general, go to Beaver & Shellen- cause
Its readers miss nothing worthy of notice
great many persons to keep in mind, ed. Garner was pronounced dead. His sumed to-day a communication was bergers.
that is current in the world of thought. So every
friend of The S un discovers one of its many
particularly at this season of the year body was still warm, and retained its presented from Dr. E. M. Corson set
—Wolmersdorf, Berks county is en sides that appeals with particular force to his in
when so many men and boys are car heat until far into the afternoon. The ting forth that Mrs. Garber’s physical
dividual
liking.
rying such dangerous weapons .'in seek phy-sicians labored with McCoy until condition incapacitated her from at joying a matrimonial boom, and the
If you already know The Su n , you will ob
ministers
recently
held
a
meeting
to
four o’c lock, when he was removed to tending in the second story of the
ing for game.
serve that 1883 it is a little better than ever be
fore. . If you do not already know The Su n ,
his home.
court house. The inquest was then ad agree upon the price for marrying a you
find it to be a mirror of the choicest pro
The two’ men were seen on the street journed to the district attorney’s office, coiiple so as to avoid competition in ductswill
Recorder Kratz, this plaee, abreast
of common sense and im agination^ main
rates. Five dollars has been- fixed stay for
at
eleven
o’clock
Saturday
night.
A
and
Mrs.
Garber
was
brought
in,
and
the
cause of honest government, a sen
j
present' aRe of progression",
tinel for genuine Jeffersonian Democracy, a
and has^ all the modern conveniences half hour later a person was seen to was subjected to a sharp examination upon as the price.
scourage for wickedness of every species, and an
a
premises including a model throw a quantity of ashes from a win by the district attorney. She denied
—Our enterprising contemporary, uncommonly good tn vestment for the coming
coal bin. The coal bin was built for dow of the armory. The supposition the rumor that arsenic had often been the Norristown Times is contemplating year.
the Convenience of his family, with prevails that they went into the aijjnory bought by her. In an interview she a trip to the moon -íbrTheí purpose of
TERMS TO MAIL SUBSCRIBERS.
*
shoot. stop-gate, &©., but. it seems the to sleep, and that they- first arranged was credited with having said that the increasing its sphere- of usefulness.
The several editions o f T he S un are sent by
the
fire
for
the
night
and
neglected
to
boal bin is a very convenient arrangeBoileaus and Martha Hyde were inter The world is big, but it must either mail, postpaid as follows :
DAILY—55 cents a month, $6,50*a y ear; with
ested in the poisoning of her family,
ment for other people, not included in take the proper precaution!.
edition, $7.70.
In the case of McCoy all. that medi and she now said that she could not stretch or burst i f some things keep on Sunday
the family. As near as can be ascer
SUNDAY—Eight pages, $1.20.
growing. Good for the Times.
cal
science
coiild
suggest
was
done
tained about one and a half tons of coal
have intimated this, but had merely re
WEEKLY—$1 a year, Eight pages of the
matter of the daily issues; an Agricultural
have been removed from the bin this toward saving his life, but without marked that, they had - been buying
—Samuel Effrig & Company are best
Department’of
unequalled merit, market reports
avil. The patient was seized with fre poison.
season by some sneak thief. If
“Do you know of any facts slaughtering about 30 hogs a day, at and literary, scientific,
and domestic intelligence
thief is needy, poor, the Squire
quent spasms.during the afternoon,and that would indicate that they or either their establishment at LansdaJe. One for the farmer’s household. To clubs of ten
toward evening his condition seemed of them had anything to do with this day last week they killed 36 hogs, ma with $10, an extra copy free.
forgive him this time—-but, not the n
Address,
I. W. ENGLAND, Publisher.
to be improved. This morning, how case?” inquired Mr. Wanger.
if he is detected. Perhaps the t
She king 12,000 pounds of pork.
The Su n , N. Y. City.
ever, it became painfully apparent that answered! “No, I do not; only before
is a poor man, arid'perhaps, once m
JO H N G. F E T T E R O L F ,
he is not. Who knows ?
he had not long to live, and at eleven they bought the arsenic they came to
—About the meanest man in creation
o’clock death came to his relief. The our house, ^nd after they bought it is the fellow who is too mean to sub R E A L E S T A T E A G 'T , Yerkes P. 0.
1 5 ^ ° Explicit directions for every young man was a member of Co. F. they did not. This, to my mind looks
for his home paper but who
Upper Providence, Montgomery Co., Pa.
use are given with the Diamonds Dyes, Capt. Jacobs commanding, and stood rather suspicious.” Once, in June last scribe
around in time to read his neigh
i d r dyeing. Mosses, Greases, Eggs, high in the esteem of his fellow guards all the Garbers were taken suddenly sneaks
Parties wishing to purchase properties from
bor’s,
Words
fails
us
in
describing
the
15 to 100 Acres, with improvements.,on easy terms
Ivory, Hair, Ac. - •
8
men. Had he lived, he would have ill in the middle of the night, and she wretch.
.
should give me a call.
Sep.l£,3mo.

T H E SUN.

IPTTjBIjIO

s a l e

OF

F R E S H COW S ! !
Will be sold at Public Sale, on MONDAY
DECEMBER 4, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel,! ear
Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
__ jfrom Hunt, county. Good judgm ent was
exercised in the selection of this stock, and it
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
sale. Sale at 1 o’clock p. m.
Conditions by.
II. H. ALLEBACH.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct.
J. G. Detwiler, clerk.

a s

A UDITOR’S NOTICE.
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery county.
Estate of Sarah Clevenstine, late of Upper Provi
dence, Montgomery County, deceased. The un
dersigned Auditor appointed by said Court to
make distribution of the balance remaining in
the hands of John B. Dettra, surviving adminis
trator of said estate, hereby gives notice that he
will meet all parties interested, for the purpose
of his appointment, at his office, No. 5 Airy
street, Norristown, Pa., on Friday the 22nd day
of December, 1882, at 10 o’clock, a. m., when
and wnere said parties are requested to attend.
IRWIN P. WANGER, Auditor.

^O T IC E .

K l T O E ^ 'S W O R T

IFOR THE PERMANENT SURE 0F|

C O N S T IP A T IO N .
Ho other disease is so prevalent in this 001
try &3 Constipation, and no remedy has ever .
equalled the celebrated Kidney-W ort as a
cure. W hatever tho cause, however obstinate
the case* this remedy w ill overcome it ,
TH IS distressing com■ B iMKmvyl■ plaint is very a pt to be
'[complicated With constipation. Kidney-Wort
, strengthens the weakened parts and quickly
! cures all kinds of Tilos even when physicians
, and medicines have before foiled.
43. gjjflf you. have either of these troubles

j P R IC E

U S E ) D r u g g is t s S e ll

’K&M’EYr-!AEORT
SPRING and )
■ SUM M ER j

11 A T S !

The largest assortment, lowest price», and
LA T E ST S T Y L E S . The only plaee to ‘find a
full line of Mens’

F u rn is h in g

Goods,

in Pottstown’. Agent for Knox’es Hats, the
Globe Shirt and Celluloid Collars, cuffs,

R» M. Root,

’Notice is hereby given that on the Eleventh
217 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
day of December, A. D., 1882, a sufficient num
ber of Shares of Stock in the Mingo Valley
Creamery Association, of Upper Providence w r i C E .
Township, Montgomery county, Par, will be
sold at public auction at the office of said Asso
ciation, at their Creamery, in Upper Providence
In the Court of Common Pleas of Montgom
Township, Montg. County, Pa., at 2 o’clock, of ery County, Pa. ' Of September Term 1882.
that d ay ; said shares of stock to be sold accord No. 27.
ing to the tenor and effect of an Act of Assembly
Catharine Flick by her neixt 1
passed the 29th day of April, A. D., 1874, en
friend Henry Mumbowr,
> Alias Subpoena.
titled “ an Act to provide for the incorporation
vs. Thomas Flick.
) Sur Divorce.
and regulation of certain Corporations,” as the
You the said Thomas Flick, are hereby notified
property of Jacob H. Price, to pay an assessment
of Two Dollars per share on forty shares of to be and appear in said Court, to be held at.
stock, now owned by him, regularly levied and Norristown, on the 4th day of December, A. T).,
dqe thereon^ and remaining unpaid, together 1882, at 11 o’clock, a. m., to answer the petition
with necessary and incidental charges thereon, or libel of said Catharine Flick above named,
under clause 2, of Section 39 of saiaA ct of As for a divorce from the bonds of matrimony, and
show cause if any you have why the ’said Cathasembly. B£ Order of the Board of Managers,
A. H. WANNER, Treasurer. arine Flick, your, wife, should not be divorced as
aforesaid.
JOSEPH FRANKENFIELD, Sheriff.
Sheriff’s Offiee, Norristown, Pa..
P U B L IC S A L E
October 30th, 1882.
OF
-

PERSONAL PROPERTY !
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
November 30,1882, at the Residence of B. Frank
Garber, near Royersford, the personal effects of
Charles Garber, deceased ;—Bay horse j 8 y ears
old, Jenny Lind Carriage, set of harness. House
hold Goods, such as beds, bedsteads, tables,
chairs, carpets, stoves, cooking utensils, and
many articles too numerous to mention. Sale
t a commence at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
G* Z. YANPERSLICE*- B. F. GARBER,
H. H: FETTEROLF, Executors.

P U B L IC

SA L E

OF

R E A L

E S T A T E !

NOTICE.

.

•■ •

The Upper Providence Live Stock Insurance
Association of Upper Providence.- will, hold its
yearlv meeting at J. Frederick’s hotel, Trappe,
on MONDAY, DECEMBER 4, 1882. The Board
of Managers will meet at 9 o’clock, a. m. An
election of officers will take place at 2 o’clock,
p. m.
JOHN D. SAYLOR, President;
. JOHN WANNER, Secretary.

JgSTATE NOTICE.

1;

Estate of Charles Star, late of-Perkiomen
township, Montgomery county, deceased.
All persons indebted to said estate are reques
ted to make immediate payment, and thos'e hav
ing legal claims against the same, will present
them without delay in proper order fbf settle
ment to
SAMUEL STAR, Trappe P, O.
JOSEPH L. STAR, Schweiiksville P. O.
Administrators.

By order of the Orphans’ Court of Montgom
ery county, the subscriber will sell on THURS
DAY, DECEMBER 7th, 4882, all that valuable
property, the estate of Barnhart Myers, deceased,
situated in Upper Providence Township, Mont ^ E W BURGLAR ALAItM!
gomery county, bounded by lands of Oliver
Peunypacker, John Nase, Josiah Custer and
The best ever invented. Protect youc. families
others, containing 6 acres and 133 perches of
land more or less. The improvements consist of and your cash against the invasion o# burglars.
Frame Dwelling House, containing 4 It must be seen to be appreciated.
JOHN G. DETWILER, U.> Providence Square.
rooms on first floor, 4 on second and
Garret. Frame Barn containing thresh Sole Agent for Upper Providence.
ing floor,-2 mows, stabling for 4 coWs
and one horse. Also pig sty, corn, crib,F O
and
Jl SALE.
other buildings, a well of good and lasting water
at the house. Apple orclnird In fine bearing
condition, other fruit trees of different varieties,
House and Lot in Collegeville, situated near
and other improvements hot mentioned. Per the public school house. For further particu
sons wishing to view the-premises will call on lars apply to.
A. D. FETTEROLF,
the undersigned who resides on said property.
AQollejge'vilieJfa.
Sale to commence at 1 o’clock, p. m,, when con
ditions will be made known by
FO R SALE.
CATHARINE MYERS.

a

At the same time and place the undersigned
will sell the following PERSONAL PROPERTY.
One sorrel horse coming 4 years, a good worker
and driver ; 2 cows—one in profit; 2 fat hogs,
chickens, hay, straw, corn-fodder, oats, wheat,
potatoes, sulky, express harness, forks, rakes,
shovels, half bushel measure, scythe and sneath,
grain cradle, chicken chops,.vinegar, &c. Also
bedsteads and bedding, sewing machine, lounge,
6 cane seat walnut chairs, 12 kitchen chairs,
cupboard, milk cupboard, sink, tables, dishes;
tinware, carpet, oil cloth, lot of flowers and
flower pots, grain in the ground, and other ar
ticles not mentioned. Conditions at sale by
A. Bergey, auct,
CATHARINE MYERS.
H. W. Kratz, clerk.

P U B L IC S A L E
OF *

PERSONAL PROPERTY !

A Good Dwelling House, at CollegeyLUe, on
Reasonable Term's. Inquire of
J. SHELLY WEINBERGER,
Guardian of Lillie Raysor.

TIOR SALE.
In the Borough of Norristown,>A Three-Story
Brick House, with all the modern, improvements.
Is well located, and Is a desirable residence in
every respect. .• For further particulars, apply to,
or address,
,
G. D. DETWILER, .
Skippackvlllej . ^ Gj, Pa.

JIO R RENT

:*.; : T - / L

After October 1st, 1882, to a. small’'family, a
comfortable Tenement in the Post Office' building
at Collegeville. Three rooms and a small.ki-tchcn
on the first floor, aiid three on the second, good
well of water, large chicken house and. a garden
attached. Inquire at .
POST OFFICE.

The subscriber about to relinquish the dairy
.business, will sell at public sale, on THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 23, 1882, at his residence, in Upper
Providence township, Montgòmery county, on
the road leading from Norristown to Black Rock R A N T E D ,
Hotel, near the Friends’ Meeting House,!the fol
lowing personal property, to-wit : 22 Head of
Tweiye hat-trimmers,.(ladies), immediately.
^ ^ ^ g o o d Cows, some springers and some in Apply at the office of
IRON BRIDGE'HAT
J kHSl..,..profit : one bull, 5 shoats* turkeys and MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATION.
chickens by the pound, 400 bushels of corn in
the ear, 20 bushels of early rose potatoes, 10 tons
of mixed hay, straw by the ton. 4,000 sheaves QOLLEOEYILLE NEWS STAND.
of eorrifodder, and other articles not mentioned.
Subscriptions taken for all the leading daily
Conditions, all sums of $25 and under, cash;
all Oyer $25 a credit oi four months will be given and weekly papers, and popular magazines at
the purchaser, giving a bankable note with ap the lowest office, prices. The Philadelphia-Weekly
proved security. Sale to commence at 12 o’clock Press, $1.50 pef year, with large and beautiful
noon, sharp.
CHARLES F. HILDEBIDEL. map of Pennsylvania, as a premium.
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. R. Grover, Esq., Clerk.

DRIV iT E SALE

MOt Tc E TO GUNX E RS.

^

~

The undersigned^ hereby give notice that no
tresspassing. wilLbo., afo*uye<l pn their promisee
for
hunting,' ’&£:*. Offenders will be
REAL
E S T ^ T E l dealtgunning,
with strictly according to law. '• h •v "
A WELL SITUATED RESIDENCE
Sebastian Kohl,• Hiqifcrick.... .
Francis S. Peterman,
'
' Is offered at Private Sale, situated along the
Jacob Garber,
.* :
Upper Providence
Skippack Valley in East Perkiomen township,
Rebecca and Catharine Hiltebeitei,Upper Prov.
Montgomery county, Pa., fronting on the public
B. F. Garber,
*
Upper Providence.
road leading from Markley^’s Mill to the German
*
:.
. K . ...
,
town Pike, 2% miles from Collegeville Station, * Josiah Prize r,
John
Wanner.
..............
r‘
■■ 'u
bounded by lands of Rev. John Cassel, Sr.., and
•M. -D. Solirack,
. ■“
Jacob .Buckwaiter. The lot contains 1 acre and
M. R. Schrack,
f
44 perches of land. The improvements consist
D. H. Grubb,
“
of a 2% Story.House, With 7 rooms and
'.;ViJest Perkiomen,
out kitchen. Barn 18x24 with threshing • Abraiiaifi Rahil, ;
Daniel
G.
Landis,
/
l
“
floor and stabling for 1 Horse and2 Cows,
Ann RittenhoUse,
Upper Providence.
chicken house, pig sty and all the necessary out
H. R. Evans,*.
:/;><* YV* VT '
buildings. , The buildings are all new having
Philip Williard,
-“
xl
been built but three years. There is a large va
Isaac F. Alderfer,
v -East JPerkiSmen.
riety of fruit on the premises. As I am engaged
M.
Rambo,
Lower
Providence.
in farming, I will sell on the most reasonable
r ‘‘
D. II. Casselberry,
^
terms. For further particulars call on the owner
J. H.. Hammer,..........
.uUpper Providence,
living thereon.
Daniel Fryer,
' :u
n
JO H N A. G O U LD EY.
A. H. Wanner,
Upper Providence.
John Poley,
“ ;
Henry Keyser,
Lower Providence.
OF

a

T H E K EYSTONE

In Order to Close Out •its Large
Stock of

H E ADM ANÍS

L ad ies C oats,

DOLMANS,
And DRESS S00DS,
Will make a Reduction in Prices,
Commencing fröm D ecember 1st, 1882.
We will Reduce a Lot of

D re ss G o o d s to 121-2 Cts.,
T hat we have Sold at 25 Cts. per Yard.

Coats and Dolmans 25 per cL ,raM u
CALL ON

M O R G A N W R IG H T ,
At the ..Keystone Dry Goods Store
NORRISTOWN, PA.

A most reliable remedy* #>Vr the speedy and
certain cure of Rheumatism* Sprains, -’Bruises,
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Stiff Joints,
Sores, Pain In the Side, BOck’ o r Limbs j ;Cuta,
Burns or Scalds, Sore Throat,. Frosted Feet, Soft
Corns, Chapped Hatid^, Mumps, Quinsy, Bites
or Stings of Insects,. Poison from Plants^C ^m ps
Colic, Diarrhoea, and,'all cases where:'there is
pain or distress
”
25iF',The Magnetic Liniment, will give Speedy
Relief, if applied to the parts affectea.
Sold by alb Druggists -^d'Tfealers in Medicines
generally; '
.l; • v
p

Price 25 C e n ts per Bottle,
Prepared aud for sale by ;

P.M. HEADMAN, P e iste i Pa.

Dealers will find it for sale also .by. SMlTH^
KLINE & CO., 309 and 311 North 3d street,
Philadelphia.
„
jy!3’82.1y.

ENTERPRISE

MARBLE WORKS!
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.

T W. ROYER, M. D.,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, PA,
Office at hi« residence, nearly Opposite Masonic
Hall.

I would announce to mv friends and the public,
that 1 am now prepared to furnish all kinds of
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.

Y. W EBER, M. D.,

Practising

MONUMENTS anl TOMBSTONES,
Of Italian or American Marble or Granite, in
the finest and latest designs.

BUILDINGS, STEPS, SILLS, ETC., ETC.
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, dr the different
Cemeteries hi the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at the E sterprisk Works. Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto:
Low price» and fa ir dealing*,
RESP E C TFU L! Y,

D. Theo. B u ck w alter.

Physician,

E V A N S BURG, PA
Office Honrs :— 8 to 10, a. m. 2 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
p. m.

GALVANIZED RAILINGS,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for the bases of

Agriculture and Science.

F. SLOUGH.

A tto r n e y - a t-L a w ,
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks
English and German.

P G. HOBSON,

A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
311 S W E D E Street Norrittoicn, Pa.
Can be seen every evening at his residence in
Freeland.

J^ D. FETTEROLF,

Justice of the Peace

June 8-ly.

Special Inducements
A t W o r r all’s M ill,
-Collegeville, Pa.
Choice W h e a t F lou r,
Manufactured and for sale at Lowest Market
Prices. Our flour gives general satisfaction and
we invite a trial of the same.
C H O P P I N G
done at short notice in a satisfactory manner.
Full supply of all kinds of Feed always on hand.
Wc cordially invite patronage and will do our
best to give satisfaction to all.

S. T. S. WAGNER.

TH E

HARTFORD

CONVEYANCER and General Business agent.
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates,

C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa:
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of
each week; also every evening.

JjR . B. F. PLACE,
D

E

N

T

I

S

T

! !

[Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.]

COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eaglevillc. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday.
Gas administered.

D. C. SHULER.
Trappe Pa., will repair watches and clocks a t
Short notice, cither at home or at your residence.
Good workmanship. Low prices.

J P. KOONS,

P ra c tica l S la ter

1 !

RA H N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
Dealer in every quality of Rooffing, Flag
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.

ÜDWARD DAVID,

SEWI NG MACHINE
Ju st P erfected .
The largest under arm,
The lightest and quietest,
The most lavishly decorated,
The least vibration of any,
A galrxy of new patents,
Simplicity simplified,
Durability determined,
Reliability reasserted.
Ball-bearing balance wheel; Newest and most
elegant design in stand and wood work. Posi
tive take-up, perfect stitch. This machine is
wanted by everybody.

MILTON B. HARLEY, A p t.

Royersford Pa.

ALSO the Domestic and.other different makes of
machines sold. Oils needles, and attachments.

F.

O.

KRAFT,

—D E A L E R IN —

AWPM.
N o tio n s, &c., &c.
EYANSBURQ,
Large and varied Stock of all kinds of Goode,
usually kept in a Country Store. Good Quality
and at Philadelphia prices.

J. M. Albertson & Sons,
Owners and Proprietors of the

S tar G lass W o r k s
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
Manufacture a superior quality of
WISDJIV
GLASS
AND
SHADES,
Warranted not to stain.

last a Gaol . Carriage

FOR LITTLE MONET

W. H. Blanchford,

JJORACE RIMBY,

FLORIST,
Collegeville, Mont. Co., Pa.
------- X0-0%-------Wreaths, Crosses, Baskets, &c, filled with na
tural flowers. Weddings, Funerals, Commence
ments, &<•, promptly attended to.

M H. KEELER,

F a in ter, G rainer,
and P a p er-H a n g er.
T R A P P E PA.
Order* entrusted to me will receive prompt
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures.
Ail work done in a satisfactory manner.

T A I L O R .
TRAPPE, PA.
Suits cut and made to order in accordance with
latest styles, or in any style that may be desired.
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable prices.

EXCELSIOR

Ice Cream & (Mectioaery fiooi
----- :0: OF .-0:-----

A. C. F R E E D ,
Royersford Pa,
I would announce to the public that I bave re
modelled my place of business, and at consider
able expense fitted up two rooms in fir6t-class
style for the accomodation of my patrons, and
can now say I have the most complete establish
ment of the kind in cither Royersford or Spring
City. Young folks will find this a pleasant place
to come and enjoy a plat« of

Celebrated Ice

Work5.

You will be sure of being suited, as I have
Jum p Seat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and
Eleptic carriage. Come and examine my work
and learn prices.
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
Collegeville, Pa.

J. M. Albertson & Sons,

Cream.

in abundance. Particular attention paid to the
furnishing of Ice Cream and CnofectJonery to
Churches, Sunday 8cbool#, Pic-ntrs and Private
Parties at lowest rates. I have the control of a
largo Daily7, and all the latest improved machi
nery in the manufacture of Ice Cream ; therefore
my prices are very low. Will pay fair rent to
8nnday Schools for exclusive right of woods on
day of celebration.

Oysters & Clams, in Season.
RESPECTFULLY YOURS,

IIA M K E U H

N O R R I S T O W N , P A.
Tntcrett Paid on D cpositta per agreement. Ne
gotiable paper purchased. Money loaned on Jy8-4m.
lioods, Mortgages, Stocks. Drafts for Sale on
England, Ireland, Germany and other places.
Passage tickets by the American line of ocean
steamers. Railroad and other Steels bought and
sold on commission. Gold, Gold Coupons, Sil
ver and Government Bonds bought and sold.
Safe deposit boxes in burglar-proof vault to rent.

A . O. F R E E D ,
Royersford Montgomery County, Pa.

BE NOT DECEIVED

By Plasters claim ing to be an im*

CUT TH IS O U T T
A3I$i8 $1512 3 4 0 wVEc.
W e h a v o s to re s i n 16 loading Cities,
fii.

“Sente obtain their supoBos qoicMv.

ferns’to

M

aJ1'1 P rincipal Offices, era rt

Adte,-?cw CauToTaa ana

U I nVFI I 9,3 ®Pr'nS C o rd o n St.

t 111 L U V C L L PHILADELPHIA.PA.

S O L D I E R S
Now suffering from wounds or disease of any
kind caused by military service are entitled to
PENSION. Widows, minor children, dependent
mothers or father? of soldiers who died from the
effects of their service are also entitled. Many
Invalid pensioners arc entitled to an Increase.
Careful assistance given in Delayed or Rejected
Claims, as many can be allowed with but little
more evidence. Complete instructions with ref
erence* sent on application. Chas. & Geo . A
Attorneys at-!*w, VIS Y. St.. Washington,
D. C.
■

C A SW E L L & MOORE.
S to v es ,

C lo th es W r in g e r s ,

provement on ALLCOCK'S POROUS
PLASTERS.

A L L C 0 C K ’ S la the original and
All

only genuine Porous plaster.

other so called Porous Plasters are

D a ir y F ix t u r e s ,

IF YOUWANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

H E U B N E R & SO N S,

L A N S D A L E , Montg. Co., Penna,
A bout S i l k C ultu r e .— There is an
T in w a r e ,
T e r r a C o tta P i p e ,
P a in t s & O il s ,
The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.
evident revival of interest in the sub
L a m ps .
C h im n e y T ops .
O i l C lo th .
ject of silk culture as showed by our
correspondence. Some write to ask
where eggs may be procured, others
wish to know how much it will cost to
--------3?R I C E S
3LO"W._
_
_
_=
_
_
_
Start an establishment for silk growing,
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
and other inquiries are received rela
F in e C u t l e r y ,
P lated W a r e ,
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
ting to the matter. Those who have
I ce C r e a m F r e e z e r s ,
W a t e r C o llers ,
applied to horse powers,
looked into the subject most thought
B ir d O ages .
B ru shes & c
H e e b n p r ’s L it t l e G ia nt T h r esh in g and
fully have come to this conclusion,
P L U M B I N G & GAS F I T T I N G , L E A D P I P E S , &C.
with which we quite agree. If silk cul
C leaning Ma chin e ,
ture become one of our industries, it
AND
THRESHERS
AND SHAKERS.
C A S W E L L & MOORE, 243 Bridge Street, Phcenixville, Pa.
must be, at least at first, upon a small
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
scale. It must be a family industry, a
Rakes, &c.
part of the farm products, just as the
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
raising of chickens and of bees are at
order.
present. Nearly all of the labor re
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
$2.50—Will Buy a nice little Boy’s Suit, age from 4 to 10.
lowest prices.
quired to raise a crop of cocoons is of
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
that light kind that may be performed
$4.00—
F»uy a good suit for a boy aged from 5 to 12.
Factories, Creameries, <fec. Send for Circulars,
by women and children, and by those
$ 5.00—Will buy a suit for a boy in years from 7 to 15.
whose feeble health or advanced years'
HEBBNER & SDNS,
$5.00—Will buy a fair suit for a man.
will not allow them to join in the active
LANSDALE, PA.
work of, the farm, yet would be glad to
$6.50 —For this sum you can purchase a better suit.
feel that they we’re doing something to
$7.00 —With this sum you can buy something still better.
J o h n I. Bradford,
the general welfare. While the raising
of a crop of cocoons does not require
Ten
D
o
lla
rs
Win buy a first class business suit.
Eleven
D
o
lla
rs
TRAPPE, Pn.
hard labor, it demands intelligent care
Will buy a very fine suit. Fifteen D o llars —Extra fine Dress Suit.
JOHN G. F E T T E R O L F ,
and attention, which must be given con
M ANUFACTURER AND D E A LE R I N
tinuously. To care for the worms one R E A L E S T A T E A G 'T, Yerkes P. O.
W e Have the L a rg e st Stock; The Low est Prices.
Stoves, Tin-ware
day and neglect them the next, would
Upper Providenc^, Montgomery Co., Pa.
A LSO , G E N T S' F U R N ISH IN G
GOODS.
result in disaster. There must be regu
and Housefurnishing
wishing to | purchase properties from
lar feeding and constant systematic at 15Parties
to 100 Acres, with improvements,on easy terms
GOODS,
tention throughout. By proper man should give me a call|
Sep,13,3mo.
agement, no doubt an important,though ------------------------- -------:------------ :------ 66 & 68 Main Street [apposite Music HallJ
N O R R ISTO W N , PA. TIN-ROOFING, SPOUTING, JO BB IN G , Ac.,
not very large, addition may be made
L A D IE S GO TO
D ONE TO ORDER.
to the income of the farm by the labor
OLD STOUNTIE STORE i
of those who might not otherwise be
i-*?' All Orders Promptly attended to.
ENLARGED,
RENEWED,
AND REFITTED.
profitable employed, and by affording
Capacity Doubled, Stock Increased in Quantity and Quality.
occupation to such would be useful 1 6 E a st M a in S treet,
C all at th e
SPECIAL SPECIALTY AS FOLLOWS:
aside from any money returns So we
S
fe
sE
lste
w
®
»
P
a*
Body Brussels.................................... $1.50 to §1.75 Common Ingrain.............30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 60c.
feel assured that those who have in
YERKES STATION MILLS
Tapestry Brussels....................................75 to 1.20
and Stair Brussels................ 51.00 to $1.25
vestigated the subject are right, when FOR HAIR GOODS. She has a large stock ot Tapestry Ingrains........................... 1.00 to 1.25 Hall
Damask
Hall
and
Stair.........................
75
to
1.00
-:0: AND :0:they advise that silk culture be under good Switches, Combs, Nets, Pins, and Frizzes, Super Extra Sup; r ..................................00 to 1:00 Venetian Stair........................................25 to .50
Ingrain, Wool.........................................75 to .90 Hemp and Carpet....... ........................20 to .25
taken as a home industry. Let it be always on hand.
.......
65 to .80 Rag, large, cheap lo t.......................... 40 to 60.
made up j .and a 0 0 OD P R IC E PAID Union Mixed
begun in a small way, and when the fo rCombings
dark and black hairl either straight or comb
Oil Clothes, all widths. Window Shading, new colors. Stair Rods for $1 up. Measures taken
business is thoroughly learned, for like ings.
and Carpets made and put down. Window Shades made and put up. AH Work Guaranteed.
Where you will find in Store a large supply of
every other indstry it must be levrned
D R Y G O O D S: „
Our new Dress Goods are arriving as the season advances. Black choice Patent Process, Straight, anti
then if found desirable it may be in
Silk, American and Foreign, including solid colors, new shades, plain and
fancy. Black and Colored Cassimerers, full line, cheap. Chintzes, Calicoes, Muslins, Ticks, F a n cy
creased. Begun in this manner, with
F a m ily F l o u i ,
Sheeting, Hosiery, Notions, Laces, Tifee, Gloves, &<-.
nothing but what the resources of the
Call and see us iu our new dress. Polite attention and cheap goods.
CORN,
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
8?nd a rough sketch or a
farm can supply, even a failure will
model of your invention to
A. A. Y E A N L E , Cor. Main and Dekalb Sis., Norristown, Pa.,
G
E
O
R
G
E
£
.
LEM
O
N
,
RYE
BRAN,
LINSEED
MEAL,
&e., &e.
bring no loss, while the experience
W ash in gton , D . C., and a P r e lim in a ry
E x a m in a tio n w ill be m a d e , w ith o u t
gained will be of great value. The
F
c h a rg e , of all United States patent« of the
same class of inventions and you will be advised
&
letters of inquiry arc largelj? to ask
whether or not a patent can be obtained.
I f you are advised th a t your invention is patentable,
where eggs Can be procured,* and how
send $ 2 0 , to pay Government fee of $15 and $5 for
drawings required by the Government. This is pay
to treat them. There is something that
C re am Tarter,
B a king Soda,
able when application is made. When allowed, the
goes before this—have our correspon
attorney’s fee ($25) and the final Government fee
($20) is payable. Alt attorney whose fee depends on
dents food for the worms after they
his succe&s in obtaining a P aten t will not advise you
W a sh in g Soda,
B la c k and Red Pepper,
th a t your inventiou is patentable unless it really is,
Having the best and most improved facilities the
are hatched ? We do not recollect to
so far os his best Judgment can determ ine; hence,
undersigned docs endeavor to sell to any and all
you can rely on the advice given after a preliminary
have had an inquiry upon the question
examination Is had.' D e sig n P a te n ts and the
parties, who seek the cash worth of their money,
R e g is tr a tio n o f L a b e ls , T ra d e -M a rk s , a n d
of food, yet this is the very starting
at the very lowest prices. Good, clean wheat
R e -iss u e s secured. C a v e a ts prepared and filed.
Applications in revivOr of R e je c te d , A bandoned,
received at all times.
point iu culture. One who should buy
or F o rfe ite d C ases made. I f you have undertaken
to secure your own patent and failed, a skillful hand
a herd of cows without considering if
ling of the case may lead to success. Send me a
J. H . L A N D E S .
he had proper pasturage, would make
written request addressed to the Commissioner of
Patents th a t lie recognize G eorge E. L emon , of
POPULAR DRUG STORE,
no greater mistake than do those who
Washington, D. C., as your attoruey in the case, giv
ing the title of the invention and about the date of
TH O SE
propose to raise silk without first pro
filing your application. An examination and report
■will cost you nothing. Remember, this office has been
viding proper food. What is proper
Wishing
to Purchase Fresh
in successful operation since 1865, and reference can be
Comer of Bridge and Main Streets,
given to actual clients in almost every county iu the
food ? I t must be some form or species
U. S. Pam phlet relating to Patents free upon request
of Mulberry, or the related Osage
GEORGE E. LEM ON,
Orange. Either the common White
A ttorney a t L a w and S olicitor o f A m erica n
Should remember that the undersigned passes
Mulberry (Morus alba), or the Chinese
<
and F oreign P a ten ts,
through this section every
Mulberry (M multicaulis), or some of
615 F ifte e n th Street, W A SH IN G TO N , D . C.
--------YOU AVILL GET-------cation this paper.
the new varieties of these, are the best.
Very excellent resnlts have attended
The price of the following organ has been ad
the proper feeding of the leaves of the vanced
With a full supply of Fresh Meats, anil will
to $125 since inserting this electrotype.
take pleasure in waiting upon those who may
Osage Orange, and where there are
favor
him with their custom.
And Reliable Persons to Attend to your Wants:
abundant hedges of this, the raising of
silk may be undertaken with a fair pros
B . F . IS E T T .
pect of success. If there are neither
I also sell Leads a n d Oils Cheaper th a n ever.
hedges of Osage Orange or Mulberry
J . II* K R A U T ,
trees, then the first step, before con
«
^
O
R
G
A
N
S
!
sidering the procuring of eggs, is to
j i t o t i gas
27 Stops, 10 Sets Reeds,.$ 9 0
make a plantation of some kind of
TRAITE, PA. The different, grades of cigars
Mulbery to supply the worms with
manufactured. Good tobacco in the Jin mis of a
TO THE l ’EOTLE OF
food; we say “ some kind of Mulberry,**
good workman will make capital cigars. This is
putting the whole business in a nutshell. Special
because if a special plantation is to be
brands made to order. Give K raut’s cigars a.
made, the Mulberry is preferable to the
trial, and be happy.
N o rristo w n a n d M ontgom ery C o u n tj !
Osage Orange. The Mulberries must
grow at least a j'ear before silk worms
COLLEGEVILLE
arc to be thought of, hence the begin
ning of silk culture is the planting of
these trees. The varieties and manner
of planting will be given hereafter.

Tin Roofing <fc Spouting of Best Quality and Workmanship.

H eeto’s Patent Level Treat

Horse Powers !

WORTH WHILE READING I

H E R M A N WETZEL,

E . M . ! A U G E ’S

GRAIN, FLOOR & FEED DEPOT,

TENTS.

IF Y O U BU Y Y O U R SPICES,

Lehigh

G

Schuylkill

O

A

L

.

-A.T BTJCKWALTER’S

PH iE N IX Y IL L E

FRUITS AND FANCY CAKES,

PROPRIETOR OF THE

Carriage

Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind
of work in the line of painting, graining, and
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer
fully furnished upon application.

FR E E D 'S

GO TO

Collegeville

COLLEGEVILLE PA.

JO H N M ILLER,

PCM

If p

PAINTER and PAPER-HANGER,

Edited by J. K. H A R L E Y .

chemical and otherwise, which are cov
ered by such terms as weathering, ni
trification, etc., that these essential el
ements are brought into a soluble form
and made available for the use of the
growing plant. The chemistry of the
soil as it becomes better understood,
teaches in every Hué the importance
of a frequent starring of the surface of
the cropped field. With this in mind
it is to the purpose to urge the import
ance of fall plowing. For other than
chemical reasons the stubble or sod
may be turned under this fall. Not
only will the air circulate more freely,
and the processes of reducing the in
soluble substances go on more rapidly
but the mechaniele texture of the
heavy soil especially will be improved.
Should insects or their larvæ or
‘‘worms” abound in the earth they will
be turned out of their winter quarters
and destroyed. Aside from these ad
vantages there is a lull in the farm
work at this season, and any plowing,
or other labor with the soil, will help
materially to’lessen the rush and hurry
that otherwise comes with the busy
months of spring. The thoughtful
and successful farmer so plans his farm
ing operations that one season helps
the next in more ways than one.

P E N N ’A. ,

BEEF, VEAL, MUTTON

.

Pure Goods, Save Money, and always have Competent

BEATTY

SIPIECI-A-X

-Cigar Manufacturer,—

M ITCHELL & B B O m

, P oultry F a r m in g ,— No other busi
ness connected with agricultural pur
suits, seems so attractive as poultry
fanning. Even those who fail in the
business, and retire from it, aver that
they are certain they could succeed in
a new tria l; their mistakes having
taught them how to succeed in future.
This may be true, but it is noteworthy
that they do not try again. .Still we
have almost daily inquiries, cspcciall}'
from young men, as to the possibility
of making a living from poultry ; to all
of which we are forced to give unsatis
factory replies. The profit in poultry
lies in keeping small flocks. From
such it is easy to make an income of $1
from each hen annually, even after buy
ing food. But no account must be
taken of the waste and damage done to
crops,nor of the value of the free for
aging done by the fowls; and these
amount to a considerable sum if figur
ed up closely. Then accidents are to
be reckoned. For instance : the writer
once kept a flock of 30 Light Brahma
hens, which did well for three j-cars,
and paid excellently; but the unfortun
ate introduction of a cockerel from a
distant yard brought a prevalent dis
ease, of which every bird,.died, leaving
one brood of motherless chicks the sole
survives. This may lie taken as an ex
ample of the uncertainties of the busi
ness, which are increased in proportion
as the flock is larger. A flock may be
kept as an adjunct to a more important
business, and to take up spare time,
and in that case, barring accident, maj'
be made profitable. But it may be
taken as a certainty that not more than
one person in a hundred who have
tried it, lias ever succeeded in keeping
a flock of several hundred fowls in
profitable condition. If one thinks he
is bom to succeed, let him try ; he may
possibly become a shining example to
show others the way to success.

No. 18 East Main Street,

-SPR IG S O N L Y $90*«-

JOB PRINTING
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Wish to inform their kind friends and patrons, that their Fall and Winter
Stock is now complete, and arc proud to say. without any exaggeration that it is
the finest and most handsome stock of clothing they have ever manufactured.
Thej- are all made up in the latest styles, first-class quality and good workman
ship. Our prices are as usual the lowest. This season they are about
*

$10.00 will buy a first-class Dress Suit,
8.50 will buy a all wool fancy Cassimerc Suit,
7.65 will buy a tip-top Business Suil.
6.25 will buy a serviceable every day Suit.
12.00 will buy a good black cloth Suit.
11.40 will buy a single or double breasted cassimerc Suit.
13.15 will buy a English fancy worsted dress Suit.
And hundreds more
numerous to mention.
We are also prepared to meet the demand for

BOYS’ A N D C H ILD R EN ’S CLOTHING !
Remember that ice Jit everybody,
The Lean and Small, as well as the Big and Tall.

Our Custom Department is filled with a

Choica Line of Foreign and Domestic Goods I
All of which will be made to order in first-class style at the lowest cash prices !

BEST MANNER

M IT C H E L L & B R O .,
N o. 1 8 E . M a in S t ., N o r r isto w n , P a .

[O p p o s it e P ublic S q u a r e .

. Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Y 0 U I&

A ID

OLD
I I

Look to your interest,
money’vieit my

If you want to save

Furniture Ware-Rooms,
Ou Road leading from Skippackville to College
ville,
miles from the former place, and be
convinced that you can save money. I sell

All Kinds of New and Second«
Hand Furniture
AT TH E

V ery L o w est F ig u re s,
And also take old hard-wood furniture, and old
clocks in exchange for new. I manufacture all
kinds of Furniture on short notice, and repairing
of all kinds will be neatly done. Come and
sec my

BID-ROOM SETTS, 6 PIECES,
A s L ow as $ 2 0 .

-A T THIS OFFICE.-

Tennessee marble-top stands—$7 up, high back
lounges $5.00. All kinds of marble-top Furni
ture sold very lew. You are welcome to come
and examine my goods, whether you purchase
or D ot.

G eo. D. D etw iler.

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

who has
imitations. Beware Of them See seen the best European farming knows
how important it is to thoroughly pre
that yon ret an
pare the ground for thq seed. The
working of the soil adds nothing, but
A L L C O C K *8 P L A S T E R
it helps in changing the form of the
which we gnaran'ee has effected plant food compounds and thus plow
ing and harrowing becomes indirectly
more and quicker cures than any a source of nourishment. The soil is
a vast storehouse of plant food, which
other external Remedy,
it holds by virtue of its insolubility.
S old b y all Druggists. Furthermore, it is only through the
action of the air and all those processes

CREAM!

H5T25 PER C E N T ^ I

•

-IN THE-

EVERY MORNING.

Lower than any other Norristown or Philadelphia Clothing H ouse!

Having made up a large assortment and will sell them at the lowest cash prices.

EXECUTED

Fresh Bread, Rolls &c.,

iers in tie County ! ! I C E

II

Order now. R^mit by Bank Draft,Post OfficeMoney
Order* or Registered Letter. Boxed and shipped
without »Moment's Delay. Factory running day
and night. Organs built on old plan, $30, $40, $50,8
to Wetoys.CatalogtieFrro. Addressor call upon
DANIEL F. BEATIY, Washington, New Jersey.

BAKERY!

-Norristown, Penn’a. J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

T H E L A R G E ST A N D M O ST

The F am ous Beethoven O rgan contains
97 Stops, lO Sets Reeds•

Weiiiesiaj and Satmlay,

F a l l P lo w in g .— Anyone

ft G. CHASE & CO.,

“PROVIDENCE
INDEPENDENT”
One of the best Local, Family and General
newspapers published.
Now is the time to
subscribe.

F R U IT GROW ERS,
G E N E V A , N. Y.
I am still at the business. I thauk the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
continuance of the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity; as heretofore, qn

T U E SD A Y , T H U R SD A Y and S A T U R D A Y
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Ve$l, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.

W M , J . TH O M PSO N ,

E V A N SB U R G , L O W E R P R O V ID E N C E , P. 0.

O rnam entals, S h ru b s ,, Evergreens, P lants,
V ines, &c., &c.
CHOICEST EVER-BLO O M ING BOSES.
Sent to any address. Orders solicited and
promptly attended to by

C. J. R O YE R , Trappe Pa.
P. S. Orders for fall taken to September 9th.

